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Presently, Lagos has an increased use of personal
motor vehicles which presents several challenges,
including growing traffic congestion, high rates of
injury and death from traffic crashes, and an
increasing burden from noise and air pollution.
 
To help reduce emissions of greenhouse gases
which cause climate change, Lagos should be a city
with a general sense of well-being through the
development of quality and dignified environment,
where people are free to walk and cycle, they are
equitable allocation of public spaces and
infrastructure, and access to opportunities and
mobility for all residents.
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Introduction contd.

Therefore, we decided to design a bikeable
pathway, leading to Ikeja City Mall that can be
implemented by the Lagos State Government.
 
The Ikeja Mall is in close vicinity to the Lagos
State Government ministries complex (‘Alausa’)
and to several middle class estates. The use of
motorcycles and tricycles are forbidden and the
roads are quite large. The cost and labour
required to introduce bike lanes would be
minimal and traffic could easily be made more
conducive for cycling. Successful
implementation should increase government’s
interest in adopting the NMT agenda as one of
its main priorities.



Critical Factors for Bikeability In Lagos

Development of safe
cycling lanes on main

roads across the state,
at least 2 meters wide
and at a safe distance

from parked cars.

Cycle parking: safe and
practical cycle stands
shall be installed at

BRT stations,
residential areas and

business districts.

Cyclists and pedestrians
the green light: Traffic

signals shall be optimized
so that people

cycling would pass throug
h junctions on a green
light (There should be

traffic signals for
Pedestrian and cyclist

crossing the road).

Safer and more
comfortable Walkways:

Walkways in Lagos
need repairs, due

to potholes or other
damage.



Enforcing safer transportation:
Law enforcement agents should
take action against those who

commit acts endangering people
cycling or walking, as well as

cracking down on illegal parking,
speed violations and

dangerous driving either by motor
bikes or other vehicles.

Create
convenient access for

pedestrians and cyclists
in road design.

Private developments
to create a safe, and
attractive walking and
cycling environment.

Critical Factors for Bikeability In Lagos



Bikeability: Design of 7
Access Routes to Ikeja
City Mall

Allen Roundaround/ Awolowo Road
Otunba Jobi, Fele way
Dr Nurudeen Olowopopo Way, Ikeja
M.K.O Abiola Garden Road
CIPM Avenue
Senator Bola Ahmed Tinubu Way
Governor’s Avenue



Allen
Roundabout

Designs
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A conventional line mark of (6-8inch) used
as bicycle shoulder for bicycle track safety.

Bicycle lane symbol and arrow marking is
used to define the bicycle lane and

designate that portion of the road for
preferential use by bicyclists.



Car ‘stop’ signs should be marked on the road at about 2 meters to pedestrian and
bicycle crossing marking.

Intersection
markings

should be wide
enough for

distance and
near focal
feasibility.



Streetlights should be installed on pedestrian walkways



Avenue trees with deep but fibrous root should be lined along the walkway
to serve as shade for pedestrians and bicyclists.



Bicycle parking should be provided at junctions, intersections and every 300m
distance as stated in LAMATA NMT draft policy.

Avenue trees with
deep but fibrous
root should be
lined along the
walkway to serve
as shade for
pedestrians and
bicyclists.

Coloured and
smooth pavement
should be used
for the bicycle
lane to draw
attention to the
unique function of
the lane or within
conflict areas for
increased visibility
of bicyclists.



Walkways
should be raised

to protect
pedestrians from
bicycle accident.

Sidewalk curbs
and furnishings
should be used

to prevent
pedestrians use

of the cycle
zone.



Pedestrian and Bicyclist intersection cross-path keep them safe from vehicles. The cross-
path also connect pedestrian and bicyclist travel path linearly.



A conventional line mark should be used as bicycle shoulder for bicycle
riders protection and safety.



Allen junction bus stop with shared road marking that allows bicyclists and
pedestrians.



Bicycle parking should be provided at junctions, intersections and every
300m distance as stated in LAMATA NMT draft policy.



Increase road and path connectivity, with special
non motorized shortcuts.

Intersection markings should be wide enough for
distance and near focal feasibility.
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Otunba Jobi
Fele Way
Designs





CIPM
Avenue
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Governor’s Avenue

Dr Nurudeen Olowopopo Way, Ikeja
M.K.O Abiola Garden Road
CIPM Avenue
Senator Bola Ahmed Tinubu Way





Dr. Nurudeen Olowopopo
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Obafemi Awolowo Way



Allen Roundabout (Awolowo road) 

Ikeja City Mall (Awolowo road)

Lagos State Sec. Alausa (Awolowo road, Governor's

Avenue and Governor's road)

Deputy Gov. office (Governor's Avenue)

Lagos State House of Assembly (Governor's Avenue)

Gov’s office (Governor's Avenue)

JKK Park (Governor's Avenue)

Ndubuisi Park (Governor's Avenue)

Magodo Phase 2 (CMD road)

MKO Abiola Garden (MKO Abiola Garden Road and

CIPM road)

The pilot scheme
should capture the
following areas
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